Blockchain PSIG

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – with MARS PTF
    • LETS RFP review (MARS/20-06-10)
    • Tangle RFC: updated IOTA status and Coordicide (slides)
    • DIDO RA, RI and TE updates
  – Main BC-PSIG session
    • DIDO RA deep dive
    • IOTA Tangle detailed update and discussion
    • LETS RFP Drafting review – use of DDS etc.
    • Self-sovereign ID Potential RFP discussion
      – Agreed there is value in this
      – Consider RFI or direct engagement with potential stakeholders
    • Interoperability RFI – revisited potential RFPs and follow-ups
      – Identified path towards RFP for Blockchain features ontology
• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  - LETS RFP Draft MARS/20-06-10
  - With MARS PTF: DIDO-RA

• **Future Deliverables**
  - In-Process:
    - Tangle RFC
    - Linked Encrypted Transaction Streams (LETS) RFP
    - DIDO CLI/RA/TE – potential standards elements; timings TBD
  - Coming soon
    - Ephemeral (disposable) Self-sovereign ID
    - Semantics of DLT primitives abstractions

• **Liaisons**
  - MARS PTF and Finance DTF
  - Cloud WG?
  - TangleEE WG (with IOTA, Eclipse Foundation and others)

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  - Tangle Specification RFC review (IOTA) (at MARS)
  - Linked Encrypted Transaction Streams (LETS) RFP review (at MARS)
  - Potential new RFP: Ephemeral Self-sovereign IDs next step